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Fast Response SCR Amplifier

Shukichi KAKu*, Suemitsu MiNAMoTo* and Kazuo MiyAKosHi*

                (Received November 30, 1964)

       This paper, in the first place, gives the detailed aspect of the response of SCR amplifier

   withan indugtive load together with the instantaneous load current. From this figure, the

   principles to let SCR amplifier fu1fi1 the fast response fbr the inductive load are discussed.

   In thenext place, the theoretical analysis of the fast response SCR amplifier, of which

   response is improved by adjusting.SCR's anode voltages during the transient period is

   presented. The latter place explains the SCR amplifier composed on the basis of represented

   analysis and the experimental results which are also satisfactory in the theoretical Qne.

   Finally, the Fourier coeMcients of the instantaneous load current and the conversion
   eficiency ofthis amplifier for the steady state operation are expressed.

                               1. introduction

    The SCR amplifier having the superior characteristics of smal1 size, longevity, fast

switching, low gating power, low voltage drop and high current rating up to 100 amperes

to the thyratron amplifier is more usefu1 for the power amplification of DC and ultra low

frequency signals, as shown in the previous paperi). However, the response of SCR

amplifier feeding its output threugh a smoothing Mter to the load in order to improve the

eMciencies of it or applying to the inductive load directly becomes rather undesirable owing

mainly to the time constant of filter or load. In general, it is well known that the fast

response of amplifier in control systems is required. One type of the fbst response SCR '

amplifier of which response is performed in the rate of requirement and its tentative circuit

in order to progress the investigation are preserrted. '

       2. Transiticnal load current for inductive load of SCR amplMer

    Fig. 1(a) shows the basic circuit of inductive load SCR amplifier. In this figure,

the angular frequencies of the AC source and the signal to be amplified, which are in-

dicated by tu and u respectively, have a relation ca/u;}l6 given in the previous paper. It is

assumed that the impedances of AC source transformer as well as voltage drops of SCR's

and diode fbr discharge are negligible during conduction. Then, the SCR fires at specific

firing angle in each halficycle of AC source voltage and the instantaneous load current

during p-th and (p+1)-th halficycles makes a continuous pattern as illustrated in Fig. 1 (b).

    In Fig. 1 (b), the firing angle, qp=tutS-(p-1)n, in the p-th half-cycle is given by

                                                             '
       -g(cat,) = -g[g,+(p-1)T] =: (-lk)'-il,';-,,...,E(tut)dtut == E,(ut,) (1)

and the instantaneous load current iL(tut')ip is expressed as fbl!ows;
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    where, cot'==cot-(p-1)7t, orL==RIQ)L,
           iLp(O): the initial value of instantaneous load current in p-th half-cycle

    Assuming that the sinusoidal voltage E. sin wt is employed as the AC source voltage,

Eg. (2) and Eq. (3) are represented as fbllows;

    Region: Os;tot'f{gopp

                          iL(oot')lp == iLp(O)e-VLtot' (4)

    Region: opp:f{;a)t':E{:z

      iL(6ot')Ip = iLp(O)s-VLblt'+ ERM cos gE)[sin (tut'-O)-sin ({pp-gE))e-VL(tut'mqp)] ( 5 )

    where, g5 =tan-' !17L == tan" (coL/R) (6)
While, iLp(O)==iL(sv)Ip-, is established at the starting and end points of each half-cyc.le

because of the continuity of load current. Indicating the half-cycle of AC source, in

which the input signal is applied, as p=t, the initial value of instantaneous load current

in the first halfLcycle, iL,(O), is zero and the initial value in the p-th half-cycle, iLp(O), is

expressed as fbllows;

iLp(O) == lil;ige-YL(P-i)a[-il- sin 2¢EYLt 1ii2iV:i:i')a-cos (pizl', sin (g).-th)syL(qn+("-i)t)]

                                                      ' (7)
Inserting this reladon and cot=cot'+(p-1)n into Eq. (4) and Eq. (5),

    Region: (p-1)z:fgopffg(p-1)z+op,

 iL(tot)Ip =: jlilMi s-YLblt[-}- sin 2(t)eYLa 1 i2VliL6(vPL-a')"-cos gE) i#., si･i (g).-th)eVL[rpn+("-i)a]]

                                                                      <8)

    Region: (p-1)rr+op,f{;opgpz

 iL(cot)Ip == llm6-YLtot[E!- sin 2gE}evLe 1 iii2iVtLirpipti)t-cos ¢ till.ii sin (g.-¢) evLcrpn+(n+i)a)]

           + tlil! cos (t) [sin (eot-piv+vt) cos e)-cos (cot-prr+T) sin ip

           -sin (cpp-4))s"YL(tot'Ptt+e-rpp)] (9)

From Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), the average load current during p-th half-cycle, Iinp, is glven by

Iinp = aE
tRM

[[7-21Le'VL(epp+Pa-di)[} si" 2{pE-vLf1 i2VliLiyPi.i)t

                      -COS g5 ;llii sin (g)n-(P)eVL(qn+(n-i)a)]

     m iJltte-VL(epp"+P")[-ll- sin 2(t) EYLt l -1,:VieLv(:ii)t-cos ip tLl.il sin ({p.-th)svL(qn+("ffi)a)]

     + ft cos ip sin ip+cos ip [cos (opp-ip)+cos ip]-;4 cosO sin (pap-ip)]] (10)
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When the DC input voltage is applied to the SCR amplifier, SCR's are fired at identical

phase angle, op., in each succeeding halficycles and the average load current I;.p is given

by the fo11owing expression, in which opp in Eq. (le) is relpaced by {p, .

  1;.p({p.) == :I3t/ sin gb [[sin ip 11ieivVLL.te-VL(qs+P"-2")-sin ({p.-ip) 11--eg-iL.fe-vL(ep-')"

          +sin ¢+?,L[cos (j5 +cos (g).-¢,)]-sin (tp.-¢)]] (11)

Taking a 1imit of p in Eq. (11), average load current, lh, , in steady state operation is derived

by bringing on the gate condition given by Eq. (1)

        1;.p....({p,) == lllt/ sin gb(sin ¢+7L cos (P+7L cos ({n,-(P)-sin (q).-¢)l

                 = ii.iliRM(1+COSqs) r= iilRiT I:.E. sin cotdnt == ll;i! == I. (12)

It is noted that the average load current during halfcycle in steady state operation is propor-

tional to the input signal,

By making use of the relation in Eq. (12), Eq. (11) is represented as fbllows;

   I}.p(g).) == I;.((1-e"YLP")--ll- sin ip 4ii;;axe-VLP"[(6VL(`-qs)-1) sin ¢-7,. cos O

           -7,L cos ({n,-ip)]] (13)
    where, E,...=2Emlk

Since this equation has expressed the response of the average load current it is apparent,

graphically from Fig. 2 which gives the relation between the ratio of lhp to I;. and the
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halfcycle number p to meet with Eq. (13) fbr the two values ofload constant 117L, that

the greater the time constant of the load composed of L and R, or the less the firing angle

given in Eq. (1), the worse response does the SCR axnplifier become.

                       3. Fast response SCR amplifier

    The improvernent of the response of SCR amplifier having the inductive load rnay

be perfbrmed by equivalently increasing the value of 7L, as shown in Eq. (13) and Fig. 2.

But this means that a resistance for the rate of demands must be connected in series wlth

the load to achieve the fast response and therefore the decrease of !oad current can not

be avoided essentially. The presenting method in this paper is one of the usefu1 method

for improving the response, without decreasing of the load current, against all of the

input signal voltages of which linear amplification is performed.

          (1) Principles

   , In case the SCR fires at a certain angle op, over succeeding halfcycles of the anode

supply voltage and the initial value of the instantaneous load current in the 2nd half:

cycle is 4te.dy(O) which is the initial value of the instantaneous load current in steady

state operation, the average load current during the 2nd halfcycle is given, by making

use of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), as fbllows;

    I;n2 = i[ I;,=..iL(tot')dnt' + S,rp3==eS iL(tut') dtot'] = -il;-[ S;. (lkt,.dy(O)6-VLtu"

          + ;lif',e'VLbl" S:i'E(coT) eYLtor dnT) dtot'+j,rpS iL,(O) s-YLw" dn t'] (14)

Referring to the continuity of the instantaneous load current as shown in Fig. 1 (b), the

fo11owing relation with respect to the initial value in the 3rd half-cycle is to be satisfied.

iL3(O) = : iL(7t)I2 : 4teady(O)e-VL"+IIii'E-VL"I:.E(a)7')6VLto'dto7' =: iL(7v)]ste.dy =: Ikteady(O)

                                                                          (15)

Inserting this relation into Eq. (14)

         Iin2 = i[ j;. (I3teady(O)e'YLWt'+;Ii:LI/ s-VLWt' iepW.t'E(toT) e7Lut dnT] dnt'

                        +!,epSl}teady(O)e-'Ltut'dbot']=1;. (16)

By using the same way, the average load current during the optional n-th halficycle, l..

(n>2) is equal to J..

    Making surnmary of above results, the average load current after the 2nd halficycle

is given by the same term as in the steady state provided that the SCR fires at the cer' tain

angle op. and that iL,(O) is equal to Ikt..dy(O). The firing angle op. is expressed as fbllows;

                              {n,=cos'-'(kEE.s-1] (17)
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    where, Em: The amplitude of the AC source voltage,

           Es : The input signal voltage,

           k : Constant of the specified bias voltage

    After all, it is desirable to be satisfied the next condition in earlier succeeding halfi

cycles after impression of signal voltage for the fast response operation.

                               iLn(O) ==Ilrteady(O) (18)
    where, iL.(O); The initial value of instantaneous load current in n-th half-cycle

          (2) Method

    Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the fast response SCR amplifier. To establish

the condition of Eq. (18), the output voltage of the amplifier is applied to a source gate cir-

cuit through a CR integrating circuit of which time constant is equal to that of the load.

This gate circuit having a gate action and generating the trigger pulse is set so that the

SCR anode voltage may be kept on (1+K).E(tot) during i..(O) is less than the steady state

initial value 4t..dy(O) for the sarne input voltage. When i..(O) is equal to Ikteady(O),

the SCR anode voltage is changed into E(tut) with the help of AC voltage selector.
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Fig. 3. Block Diagram of Fast Response SCR Amplifier.

    Assuming that the impedances of power transformer as well as the voltage drops in

SCR's and diode for discharge are negligible during conduction, the load current during

the transient period, iL , is given by a solution of next equation.

    For period, O :f{; cot' :E{g vv

                              ttiL -
                     iL,. R+caL (loj.,t, - (1 +K)E(cat') U<cot' -q,) (lg)
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    where, cat'==cat-(pt1)z,

           op. : The firing angle of the main SCR's, '
           U(tut'-op.): A step function of which starting point is in keeping with

                      a)t'==op. and K is the constant.

The initial load current i., (O) in the next half-cycle is given by

                                                        '               iL2(O) = iL(:t)li == (1+K)2iSLE-VLt l:.E(coT)e'LtoT dtoT (20)

Supposing that the SCR amplifier behaves in steady state at the starting point of the 2nd

halfcycle of the AC source, following equations should be satisfied with respect to the

initial load current in the very halficycle.

          iL2(O) == (1+K):liiL6-YL" !:.E(6oT)s7Lto'dnT

               = Ikteacly(O) "= lkteady(O)e-VL"+7mRLs-7L¢!:.E(CoT)sVLbl'dnT

Therefore, Kr must have the value given by Eq. (21)

                               K= ,v.l-1 (21)

In general, for the case that (n-1) halfcycles of AC source are needed for SCR amplifier

of Fig.3 to get the steady state operation, K has to take the value of next Eq. (22)
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                              K== E(n-i)tly.:1 (22)

    The first problem, when designing the fast response SCR amplifier, consists of deter-

mining the number of halfcycles for getting to the steady state as occasion demands.

The next step, by using the curves in Fig. 4 which gives the relation of Eq. (22), is to get

the value of K This is fixed by the curve corresponding to the number in problem and

the time constant of the load. In the last step, the voltage selector is adjusted so that

the anode voltages of SCR, and SCR, are supplied with (1+K)E(tot) during transient

         .state operatlon.

    Adjusting in such way, the average load current during p-th half-cycle in the transient

period is expressed as fo11ows;

      I.p = (1+K)I;.((1-e-VLPt)--ll-em7LP" ESIIIi"X sin ¢[(e7L("-eps'-1) sin (p

                         -7L cos gE)-ryL cos (g).-(P)) (23)
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That graph is shown in Fig.5, in case of 7L=:114vv, which schemes to compare I.p/I;. of Eq.

(23) with that of Fig.2. From this graph, it is found that the response is improved without

decreasing of the load current for all firing angles.

         (3) Experimental results

    Fig. 6 shows the circuit diagram of the fast response SCR amplifier designed to perform

the method in above investigation.

    The ,silicon unljunction transistor (UJT) is idea! device for use in SCR firing circuits.

It has the advantages of a stable firing voltage, a very low firing current, operation over

a temperature range of -550C to + 1400C and a peak current rating of2 amperes. The

mpin SCR g.ate circuit using the UJT is a pulse gating circuit not only with low power
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constmption, but also with a high effective power gain and reliability

circuit. And the linear amplification fbr 'all firing angles is achieved

signal of O.5 volts order.
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Fig. 6. Circuit Diagram of Fast Response SCR Amplifier.

    The Schmitt trigger circuit is often used to obtain the constant output voltage for

the fixed input voltage level. The sourcegatecircuit consists ofthe UJT,, UJT, and Sch-

mitt trigger circuit composed of Tr, and Tr,, biased by a negative voltage to avoid the

difference of the fixed input level that depends upon the state of Tr,. The collector

voltages of Tr, and Tr, are given in opposite phase and applied through diodes, to the emit-

ters of UJT, and UJT, respectively. As the UJT, and UJT, are synchronized by a clock

pulse made by clamping the rectified fu11 wave of the AC source, the trigger pulse of the

source gate circuit is generated in the UJT, or UJT, at which the clock pulse is applied.

    The AC voltage selector is composed of two pairs of SCR's as shown in Fig; 6. When

the load current is less than the steady state value corresponding to the identical input

signal of SCR amplifier, the input voltage of the Schmitt trigger circuit becomes greater

than the fixed level. And UJT, generates the trigger pulse at the starting point of succeed-

ing hal"cycles of the AC source. Then, SCR, and SCR, fire and AC source･ is-connected

between b and c so that the anode voltages of main SCR's may be (1+K) E(cot), SCR,

and SCR,, however, are released from AC source, because the input of UJT, is less than

the emitter peak voltage for the relaxed oscillation. On the contrary, in such case that the

load current is greater than the average load current, in steady state operation, correspond-

ing to the input signal, SCR, and SCR, fire at the zero firing angle and AC source is con-

nected between a ,and c.

    An example of the response improved by this method is shown in Fig.7.

    Fig.7 (a) shows the response of the original one. Fig. 7 (b) shows the response

obtained from the tentative circuit fbr the same load, 7L=113z, the same current as that
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of Fig.7 (a) and K= 2.5. And theoretical

between K and 7L for each (n-1) which in

to the steady state.
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7. 0scillogram of Load Current agamst Step Input Voltage

a

b

         (4) Fourier coefficients of the instantaneous load current

    In the fast response SCR amplifier of Fig. 6, the source gate circuit generates a pulse,

which is applied to the source voltage selector, at each starting point of succeeding half

cycles of AC source voltage owing to the clock pulse and the voltage comparison between

the input signal and feedback voltage, through the integrating circuit, having the same wave

form as the load current.
    When the sinusoidal input signal is applied to this SCR amplifier in steady state

operation, the anode voltage of SCR is supplied with E(cat), during the period being equal

                                                                rest period.to one half of a period of the input signal and with (1+K) E(nt) during the

Now, assuming that the input signal E.(ut), AC source voltage E(cot) and the specified bias

voltageg(tut) are represented as fbllows;

                              E,(ut)=E. sin ut (24)
                              E(cot) == E;. sin tut (25)

    where, w>u and ca/u==s is integer

                         g(cot) == (-kl)PI::E(cot)dtut (26)
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    where, k is constant.

The instantaneous load current under the steady state operation may be expressed by

the next Fourier series representation

                     t QO co               iL == :'+ III.ll, AA cos (nut-e.)+ ;.,BA sin (nut-e.) (27)

and Fourier coeMcients are given as fo11ows;

                       a6 = a,+ iiiiiim (i+-1- t/l.ll, cos g),) (2s)

             A2--s==An--s+4KsitrliEivR,R+i-,-L-,tf.,(-1)P-'(cos2v,'1) (29)

           BA-.==B.-.+4K,7E,RMvR,R+.,L-,tg.,(-1)P'i(sin2pap-2vp+2vv) (3o)

      AAfs === Anfs+nR(Ksl7!l.2)vR2+R(..L)2 t/.ll, (s cos {pp cos "ll-[(P-1)n+opp]

            +n sin op, sin ?[(P-1)n+op,]] ' , (31)

                    '       B"'s = B"'s+zRiitlelilln2) VR2+R(.uL)2 tf., (s cos {Pp si" {3- [(P-i)z+opp]

             -n sin q, cos -li; [(P-1)vv+q"] . (32)

    where, e.=:tan-i nuL/R

          ao==2Em/ZR, Antts, Bn=s, An/s,
          B.f.: Fourier coeficients of the origiral one having inductive load 2).

In case of S>1, this fast response SCR amplifier is able to perform the linear amplification

of ultra low frequency signal in the same way as the original one. From Eq. (32), the

signal frequency component in the load current of this SCR amplifier is greater than that

of ofiginal one.

    The conversion eficiency is given by

              '                                             '      G =:= l-ii = f-l' +E..f:g,2m-.i)vR,ll(-.L), tg., (s cos op, sin {I- [(?-i)n-i-op,]

               -sin op, cos -l- [(p-1)n+oppu) ' - (33)

The value of this conversion gain is higher than that of original SCR amplifier.

                                   '                                '
                             4. Conclusions

    The fast response SCR amplifier mentioned in this paper is not only able to preform

the response of Qccasional demands by empoying the SCR anode voltage of (1+K>
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times during the transient state period, but also able to amplify the DC and ultra low

frequency signal in similar manner with the original SCR amplifier. And the value of

Kwhich is necessary to establish the fast response is easily determined from Fig. 4 accord-

ing to the load constant and the rate of the response. Consequently, it is expected that

this amplifier will display its superior characteristics in more extensive engineering realms.
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